IS6110-5'3'FP: an automated typing approach for Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex strains simultaneously targeting and resolving IS6110 5' and 3' polymorphisms.
Fingerprinting of Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex strains based on the IS6110 insertion sequence would considerably gain in terms of discriminatory power and versatility if both 5' and 3' polymorphisms were simultaneously targeted, and if it benefited from automated capillary electrophoresis. In response to these requirements, we developed IS6110-5'3'FP (IS6110 5' and 3' fluorescent polymorphisms). IS6110-5'3'FP involves the construction of an M. tuberculosis genomic library in a plasmid vector using HincII endonuclease, which cuts within the IS6110 sequence. After amplification in Escherichia coli, the library is subjected to selective and simultaneous PCR amplification of IS6110 5' and 3' polymorphic fragments, using differentially labeled fluorescent primers. The resulting amplicons are then fractionated on a capillary sequencer and the signal peaks analyzed as digital data. IS6110-5'3'FP consistently detected and resolved both 5' and 3' IS6110 polymorphic fragments (35% and 65%, respectively) with a high level of reproducibility. The method differentiated all M. tuberculosis strains, as did IS6110 restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP), the gold standard of IS6110-based typing. Strikingly, the potential of IS6110-5'3'FP to resolve more polymorphic fragments than IS6110 RFLP was demonstrated. IS6110-5'3'FP demonstrated sufficient potential to be a promising automated alternative to IS6110 RFLP, amenable to high throughput analysis and inter-laboratory comparison.